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Leaks in piping network produce a major operational

problem around the world. Leaks may occur due to

poor quality and defective pipe materials, pipe breaks

resulting from poor workmanship, operational errors

such as excessive pressure, closing or opening valves

rapidly, corrosion, leaking fittings and accidental or

deliberate damage to fixtures.

Introduction



Environmental, economic and social factors make leak

containment and reliability analysis of plants essential.

Different factors contribute to pipeline damage: low

quality or faulty materials used in production of

pipelines and junctures, design errors, insufficient

maintenance, high operating pressure or random

damage.

Introduction



For water resource management in particular, leaks

along pipelines and inner networks should not exceed

physiologic values around 10-15% in normal operating

conditions. In different western countries, in the

drinkable water sector, leaks reach 30% with peaks

around 50% in some urban areas, such as Italy, and

they produce an economic damage of more than 650

million dollars per year.

Introduction

Average distribution of losses

in percentages in EU countries



The control and managing of pipelines have been

assuming a major importance for all kinds of fluids to

be conveyed through.

When the fluid is like oil, harmful liquid and/or water for

human beings necessity, the monitoring of pipelines

becomes extremely fundamental.
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Methods
For this study, leak detection technology has been classified as shown below.

Hardware based methods are those that require special sensors while software

based methods make use of routine pressure, temperature and flow rate information.

The hardware methods mainly include spectral response technique for signal

processing. Non-invasive methods are based on the use of techniques as terrain

analysis for detecting chemical substances or acoustic emissions.

Among currently known techniques, it

is possible to include those developed

by different authors who use transient

analysis; that analysis requires a huge

quantity of real-time data and hence, it

has a high computational cost or, in

some circumstances, it is difficult to

be a adopted.



Methods: hardware

Time Domain Reflectometry

Schematization of the typical layout 

of an underground pipe equipped 

with the distributed bi-wire. The 

figure shows a schematization of a 

typical reflectogram in presence of 

a leak.

Acoustic Emission Sensing

(passive and active)



Methods: hardware

Laser 

Doppler 

Vibrometer

(LDV)

G. Dinardo, L. Fabbiano, G. Vacca, A. Lay-Ekuakille, «Vibrational Signal Processing for 

Characterization of Fluid Flows in Pipes», Measurement, Vol.113, pp.196-204, 2018



Methods: software (+hardware)
Mass and/or volume (experimental imaging reconstruction)

A. Lay-Ekuakille, P. Vergallo, G. Griffo, R. Morello, (2014), Pipeline Flow Measurement 

using Real-Time Imaging, Measurement, vol.47 (1), pp. 1008-1015, 



Methods: spectral analysis

Leak generation in pipeline branch

equipped with two sensors

In-depth leak generation in pipeline 

branch: water molecules

displacement

Mechanism of leak detection:

theorethical spectrum (left/green),

measured spectrum (center/blue),

and overlapping of both spectra

to retrieve the leak (right in read).

A sum of dumped sinusoids



The counter-flow, produced by the leak, creates a collision of H2O molecules

between two different waves, similar to decaying process: the counter-flow acts

as a brake and an elastic wall/barrier to the normal flow. The trend is typical of

dynamics of radioactive decaying process as illustrated in figure, and thus a

Poisson distribution. This is also a problem of quantum physics, hence energy

distribution due to the water flow, that is collision between H2O molecules in

relaxation process. Varying the flow intensity, and the position of the leak,

means a variation of the collision energy, then the peak to be revealed. This is

accordance with generalized Bethe-Weizsäcker mass formula in which Z is the

variable connected to the mass number A.

Advanced Transforms: decay process



Different other techniques are utilized but they are costly and difficult to be

used. An interesting technique, used in nuclear magnetic resonance data

processing, FDM (Filter Diagonalization Method), for tackling FFT limitations,

can be used, by considering the pipeline, especially complex configurations,

as a vascular apparatus with arteries, veins, capillaries, etc.. A leakage is

similar to a thrombosis.

The Filter Diagonalization Method is one of the most promising methods

used in processing Nuclear Magnetic Resonance signals. FDM is a nonlinear,

parametric method for fitting time domain signals with summation of

sinusoids.

It was originally designed by Neuhauser to process time autocorrelation

functions in quantum dynamics calculations, and then reformulated and

applied to spectral analysis of general experimentally measured time signals

by Mandelstham. In the frame of FDM, the resolution is not limited by the

Fourier Transform Uncertainty Principle. Good signal quality (e.g., high signal

to noise ratio, perfect lineshape etc.) can be effectively converted into high

resolution.

Advanced Transforms: FDM



The research proposes the use of FDM according to two subtechniques

called algorithm I and algorithm II. The first algorithm is a direct

transformation of FDM application while the second includes robustness and

a regularization technique to solve ill-posed problems that may emerge in

processing data. The results are encouraging.

A. Lay Ekuakille, G. Vendramin, A. Trotta, Spectral Analysis of Leak Detection in a

Zigzag Pipeline: A Filter Diagonalization Method - based algorithm application.

Measurement. Vol. 42 issue 3 April, pp. 358-367, 2009

A. Lay-Ekuakille, G. Vendramin, A. Trotta, " Robust Spectral Leak Detection of

Complex Pipelines using Filter Diagonalization Method", IEEE Sensors Journal, Vol.9,

n.11, pp.1605-1614, 2010

Advanced Transforms: FDM practical use



Algorithms and experimental setup (60m)
Algorithm1

Algorithm 2



Methods - DSD
we present an alternative method of spectral analysis which has higher

performance in terms of resolution and fast processing, namely Decimated Signal

Diagonalization (DSD). It is a nonlinear, parametric method for fitting time domain

signals represented in terms of exponentially damped time signals.

The aim is to reconstruct the unknown components as the harmonic variables,

estimating the fundamental complex frequencies and amplitudes. DSD method partly

uses the principles of the Filter Diagonalization Method (FDM) which constructs

matrices of a generalized eigenvalue problem directly from measured time signals of

arbitrary length.

A. Lay-Ekuakille, V. Telesca, “Flow Distribution Imaging and Sensing for Leaks in

Pipelines using Decimated Signal Diagonalization”, Measurement: Sensors, Vol.7-9,

100014, October 2020.

A. Lay-Ekuakille, P. Vergallo, "Decimated Signal Diagonalization Method for

Improved Spectral Leak Detection in Pipelines", IEEE Sensors Journal, Vol. 14, n. 6,

pp.1741-1748, June 2014,



Algorithm and experimental setup (120 m)



Advanced Transforms: Decimated Padé Approximant - DPA

Frequency representation of peaks (1-6) retrieved from time domain using DLP

A. Lay-Ekuakille, L. Fabbiano, G. Vacca, J. Kidiamboko Kitoko, P. Bibala Kulapa, V. 

Telesca, "A Comparison Between Decimated Padé Approximant and Decimated Signal 

Diagonalization Methods for Leak Detection in Pipelines Equipped with Pressure 

Sensors",  Sensors Mdpi, Vol.18, Vol.6, pp.1-18, 201



Advanced Transforms: Decimated Linear Predictor - DLP

Frequency representation of peaks (1-6) retrieved from time domain using DLP

Detected leaks from 1 to 6: magnitude vs frequency

A. Lay-Ekuakille, V. Telesca, P. Visconti, N.I. Giannoccaro, ”Accurate Spectral Estimation Technique

Based on Decimated Linear Predictor for Leak Detection in Waterworks”, Sensors, Vol.21, 2185, 

2021, https://doi.org/10.3390/s21062185



Outlook
Hardware approach with

fixed camera encompassed

in the pipe

Hardware approach with camera

mounted on mobile robot for inspection

within the pipe

Networking and data transmission through antenna, e.g. LoRA (Long Range)

and LoRaWan (Long Range Wide area network )



Thank you indeed
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